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Meaningful digital connections have never
been more important or complex. Nor have
they ever held more potential to act as a
catalyst for dynamic change in industries
ranging from healthcare to retail to finance.

And that transformation is allowing organizations to open new and rich opportunities to
engage through a sophisticated, strategic
approach to Customer Experience (CX).

Digital transformation is disrupting every
industry in all parts of the world. And in
many ways that is changing the very nature
of what it means to be human. In particular,
the power of conversation continues to
be significantly affected.
People are now so intimately connected
with the digital world that they want to make
those digital conveniences a growing part of
all their personal interactions.
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The State of Transformation
Currently

Next year’s spending on
digital transformation is
forecast to be worth $2.3
trillion globally and will
grow to an astonishing
1
$2.8 trillion by 2025 .

Businesses that once seemed impenetrable
to significant competition, including banking,
finance, and healthcare are being forced to
reevaluate because of pressure from a
swelling tide of digital disruptions. The
debate about the importance of social
media or whether there is value in doing
business online are long over.

%
65%

of the world’s GDP is
estimated to be digitized.

Now, attention should be focused on the
current and pending impacts of digital
innovations in artificial Intelligence,
blockchain, cloud computing, shared data
networks, Web3, and the metaverse, for
example.

The State of Transformation
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Since 2017 there’s been more than a
70% increase in Web3 investment.
By 2023, 75% of organizations that
exploit distributed enterprise benefits
will realize revenue growth 25% faster
than competitors.
Digitally mature organizations report
30% greater revenue growth than
lower maturity companies
(Deloitte, 2020).
And 29% of high digitally mature
companies reported that digital
transformation has a positive impact
on growth and innovation, while 41%
report a positive impact on sales and
marketing (Deloitte, 2020).

The State of Transformation

There is simply no doubt that digital
transformation represents one of the
largest paradigm shifts in human history
and it’s showing no signs of slowing.

In the near future, Web3 will seamlessly
integrate digital identity across
applications. New models of global
commerce will involve indelible records of
digital ownership. Shared, open data
networks will sculpt product and service
development. People will work from
wherever they want.
Digital technology will be integrated into,
or entirely replace, physical spaces and
experiences. And all of this will continue
to significantly impact customers and
their experiences with businesses of
every type. So being able to authentically
communicate with those consumers on
these terms using the digital channels
and platforms of their choice will only
grow in complexity and importance.
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Thinking Locally, Influencing
Globally
The Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) is in
a significant period of its
digital transformation led
by digital innovators and
government commitment.

Saudi Arabia, for example, is one of the most
advanced countries in the G20 in terms of
digital competitiveness and ranked third in
the world in 5G mobile internet speed.
The country’s ongoing commitment to
digital transformation is an essential part of
the 2030 Saudi vision.
Similarly, the UAE recently ranked among the
strongest in the world for its commitment to
digital transformation2.
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Examples of this commitment to digital
transformation include the Dubai Metaverse
Strategy, which aims to create 40,000 jobs
and add $4 billion to the economy in the
next five years.
And the $65 million Dubai Future District
Fund, which supports tech start-ups with
the hope of establishing 1,000 companies
over the next five years.
Regional startups are thriving in sectors
ranging from streaming services to virtual
healthcare to omnichannel
communications.
A large part of that success and the
success of many digital disruptors is due
to a focus on superior customer
experiences.
Thinking Locally, Influencing Globally
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Customer Experience (CX)
and the New Consumer
Digital transformation has
the potential to influence
every aspect of business.
But ultimately, it’s
customer experience that
is proving to be the most
powerful and meaningful
differentiator.

More than 80% of companies that
effectively work to improve customer
experience report revenue increases, with
companies that embrace digital
transformation 26% more profitable than

those that do not4.

Customer spending following a
positive customer experience is
shown to increase by up to

140%
3

CX and the New Consumer
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The quickly developing global digital
ecosystem provides

streamlined
processes,

unified customer
data and insights,

better employee engagement
and culture,

and improved
transparency

And that has caused a significant evolution
of the consumer and their expectations.

CX and the New Consumer

to name just several of a long
list of benefits.

This new consumer expects online first
interactions, speed, instant messaging,
mobile conversations, and omnichannel
experiences.5
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Customer habits and CX are now driving
digital transformation. This new consumer
has zero tolerance for digital inconvenience,
is constantly connected, app-native, and
both aware of and constantly exploring what
they can do with technology. These clients
expect easy, problem-free experiences with
every engagement6, across all channels and
touchpoints along the customer journey.

As such, nearly half of all companies
say improving customer experience
and customer satisfaction are the
leading influences in digital
transformation.
But for many companies, this requires
a shift in both mindset and strategic
approach, especially when it comes to
interacting with customers.

All of the added choices in the marketplace
comes at a cost for those that can’t keep up,
with more than 30% of customers reporting
they would now drop a brand after just one
bad support experience7.

CX and the New Consumer
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Changing the Conversation
Human beings have and
continue to dramatically
change their behaviour
when it comes to
engaging with
businesses.

Consumers expect to have direct contact at
any time of the day, in any part of the world
in any language they want. On top of that,
they want to engage both in person and on
the digital platforms they prefer, sometimes
simultaneously.
Businesses that may have shaken a fist at
things like social media just a few years ago
are now having to catch up, fast.
Although it was almost unthinkable just
several years ago, social media is used more
often to look for information on the internet
than search engines are.
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The metaverse is quickly developing and
offering digital spaces that are even better
than real spaces for meeting and
collaborating because they offer more tools
in one space.

And those that do speak in the language of
the new consumer and deliver exceptional
experiences, are forging vital connections
full of opportunities to be entertaining,
creative, immersive and interconnected.

Technologies are integrating at a rapid pace
and that is changing what it means to have
a conversation.

And that intimate, emotional connection is
vital to brand loyalty and expansion.

The changing nature of conversations
brought about by digital transformation
means that marketing, commerce, sales,
and service have to be in lockstep. Everyone
at every level of an organization now needs
to work toward the common set of
messaging and goals.

Changing the Conversation
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The Future is Personal
From alternative financial
lenders to food delivery
services to discount
retailers, the sheer number
of new options available to
consumers across market
sectors is mind boggling.

The Future is Personal

And this means businesses need to know
how to cater to their customers in new and
inventive ways in order to attract and keep
their business.
Fortunately, digital offers unprecedented
insight into what those consumers actually
want and are motivated by.
Companies now need to recognize a
customer’s value at every point of contact.
Every conversation and every action taken is
an opportunity to collect meaningful data.
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The Future is Personal

From there, smart organizations can make
informed decisions about how to maximize
the value of those contacts by designing
and delivering highly personalized services.

There is simply no doubt that the new
consumer and their evolving expectations
will continue to shape the economic
landscape in all sectors.

And that is a license to build brand loyalty.
In fact, customers that believe they are
valued and enjoy positive experiences
remain customers for up to five years
longer than those who have a negative
experience8.

And how businesses craft customer
experiences to fit those expectations will
largely define winners and losers in the
digital age.
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